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Abstract: Air-fuel control on turbocharged (TC) SI-engines require precise prediction of the
cylinder air-charge (CAC). Using an observer it is possible to both estimate the necessary sys-
tem states and to provide a framework to design the necessary CAC feedforward controller.
Here a mean value engine model of a TC SI-engine is used to develop an observer. The output
of the observer is fed as an initial condition to a predictor which is used for feedforward of
the CAC for air-fuel control. The resulting controller is experimentally validated on a SAAB
2.0 dm3 TC engine using tip-in and tip-out transients. The results show that the excursions
in λ are less than5%. Copyright c©2005 IFAC
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1. INTRODUCTION

In spark ignited (SI) engines it is essential to pro-
vide accurate air-fuel control to successfully reduce
emissions using a three way catalyst (Heywood, 1988;
Baueret al., 1996; Kiencke and Nielsen, 2000; Mondt,
2000). In SI-engines the air-fuel ratio is controlled
by the injected fuel mass. The injected fuel mass
is determined from estimates of the cylinder air
charge (CAC). As the injection is normally finished
when the induction stroke starts, it is necessary to
predict the CAC at the end of the induction stroke to
avoid large errors in the air-fuel ratio during transients,
see Figure 1.

The signals involved in the CAC calculation are sub-
jected to noise, see Figure 2, and therefore needs fil-
tering. Thus both prediction capabilities and filtering
are necessary for accurate air-fuel control during tran-
sients.

Observers provide both filtering and prediction capa-
bilities and these have successfully been used for CAC
estimation on naturally aspirated engines (Powellet
al., 1998; Choi and Hedrick, 1998). Here turbocharged
(TC) engines are considered which have a more com-
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Fig. 1. A measured step in throttle at constant engine
speed 1800 RPM where the port air mass flow
(solid) is compared to a translated, corresponding
to perfect prediction one revolution ahead, port
air-mass flow. The difference between the curves
is the resulting error if no prediction is used when
the fuel mass is determined and in this case it
would result in a 15% error inλ.

plex air-system where the turbocharger connects the
intake side to the exhaust side through the turbine
shaft and the CAC has a dependency on the exhaust
back-pressure. Therefore a more sophisticated CAC-
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Fig. 2. Rapid tip-in at constant speed 1800 RPM.
Measured intake manifold pressure is subjected
to noise caused by engine pumpings and the
electronics. Dampening the noise using a filter
results in a significant lag compared to the mean-
value.

model, and thus controller, is beneficial (Andersson
and Eriksson, 2004a).

For TC-engines a traditional control structure is sug-
gested, with one feedforward controller and one
slower feedback controller. The feedback controller
maintainsλ = 1 at stationary conditions using a PI-
controller with feedback from a wide-band oxygen-
sensor.

Here the focus is on design of the feedforward con-
troller which estimates CAC at intake valve closing.
It consists of two parts: An observer and a predictor.
The observer is based on a mean value engine model
and it estimates the system state, including the non
measured exhaust manifold pressure, using feedback
from measured intake manifold pressure and pressure
after the intercooler. Then the estimated system state
together with the mean value engine model are used
to predict the CAC one revolution ahead. Using the
suggested feedforward controller the error in air-fuel
ratio during load transients are reduced from30%
down to only5%.

2. MEAN VALUE ENGINE MODEL

A component based mean value engine model suitable
for air-fuel control forms the base of the feedforward
design. Each component relies on physically based
models of the underlying engine component.

In a TC engine both intake and exhaust systems are
tightly coupled through the turbo, and Andersson and
Eriksson (2004a) shows that CAC estimates are im-
proved when the exhaust manifold pressure is in-
cluded. In the CAC model, Equation (1), the coupling
between the intake- and exhaust side is shown.
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The nomenclature is that pressures are denotedp,
temperaturesT , air-mass flowsW , and the subscripts
show the location. Possible locations are: air-filter
(af), compressor(comp), intercooler(ic), intake man-
ifold (im), exhaust manifold(em), and after turbine
(t). The turbocharger speed is denoted byωTC.

The modeling methodology of restrictions in se-
ries with adiabatic control volumes is applied, see
(Erikssonet al., 2002) for a description of the method-
ology and (Andersson, 2005) for specific adaptions.
To describe the necessary pressures and tempera-
tures the following components along the air path are
required: air filter, compressor, intercooler, throttle,
engine, turbine, wastegate, turbocharger speed, and
exhaust system. Between these components a con-
trol volume with pressure and temperature states are
placed as shown in Figure 3.

In the model there are thirteen states and the state
derivatives are described by nonlinear functions of
states and inputs, see Equation (2). Inputs to the model
are: Throttle plate angleα, engine speedN , wastegate
openingαwg, normalized air-fuel ratioλ, and ambient
conditions (pressurepa and temperatureTa). Outputs
are states and signals that can be derived from the
estimated states such as air-mass flows.
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fpaf(paf, Taf, pcomp, ωTC, pa, Ta)

fTaf
(paf, Taf, pcomp, ωTC, pa, Ta)

fpcomp(paf, Taf, pcomp, Tcomp, pic, ωTC)

fTcomp(paf, Taf, pcomp, Tcomp, pic, ωTC)

fpic (pcomp, Tcomp, pic, Tic, pim, α)

fTic
(pcomp, Tcomp, pic, Tic, pim, α)

fpim (pic, Tic, Tim, pim, pem, N, α, λ)

fTim
(pic, Tic, Tim, pim, pem, N, α, λ)

fpem(pim, Tim, pem, Tem, pt, N, λ, αwg, Ta)
fTem(pim, Tim, pem, Tem, pt, N, λ, αwg, Ta)
fpt (pem, Tem, pt, Tt, ωTC, αwg, pa)
fTt (pem, Tem, pt, Tt, ωTC, αwg, pa)
fωTC(paf, Taf, pcomp, pem, Tem, pt, ωTC)




︸ ︷︷ ︸
f(x,u)

(2)

3. AIR-FUEL CONTROLLER DESIGN

The control objective is to maintain the normalized
air-fuel ratio λ close to one. During transients the
challenge is the fast dynamics in the intake manifold
requiring prediction of the CAC as shown in Figure 1.
Here the air-fuel ratio control problem is partitioned
into two parts, one feedforward controller to deal
with the fast transients and one feedback controller
to cancel stationary errors, see Figure 3. This division
is standard in air-fuel ratio control (Guzzella, 1995;
Powellet al., 1998; Chevalieret al., 2000).

3.1 Observer Based Feedforward Control

On NA-engines CAC is effectively described by an in-
take manifold pressure and temperature observer, but
for turbocharged engines the CAC is more complex as
it also involves non-measured signals on the exhaust
side, as shown in Equation (1). Here this is handled
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Fig. 3. An overview of a turbocharged SI-engine where the couplings between the intake and exhaust side are
explicitly shown through the connecting shaft and the cylinder air charge (CAC). The observer estimates an
initial condition to the predictor which estimates the system state one revolution ahead. The predicted state
is used to estimate CAC (feedforward). Measured air-fuel ratioλ is used as feedback to remove stationary
errors. In the figure the letters CV means control volume, which represents a volume that connects two
components. The control volume have states for pressure and temperature.

in a general way by introducing an observer that es-
timates the system statêx(t) at timet. A predictor is
added that aims at estimating the CAC at intake valve
closing which is used to determine the mass of fuel to
inject. The predictor uses the estimated system state
vector together with the inputs to provide sufficient
information to estimate CAC.

State Observer DesignAn observer,

˙̂x = f (x̂, u) + K (y − g (x̂, u))

with the measured outputs arey = g (x, u), is devel-
oped. The gains K are determined offline for stationary
points over the entire engine operating region. Gain
switching is then performed online to select a pre-
computedK. When the observer is designed, the first
step is to determine which feedback signals to use
and to verify that the system is observable from the
selected signals. In Anderssonet al.(2005) it is shown
that the system is locally structurally observable using
feedback from arbitrary state(s). The available signals
on the engine are: Air-mass flow after the air filter
together with pressures and temperatures along the
air-path. Pressure sensors are preferred for their fast
dynamics and the following two sensors are chosen
as feedback sources: Pressure after the intercoolerpic

and intake manifold pressurepim. This is one of the
suggested combinations in Anderssonet al. (2005).

The observer gains are generated offline using a
systematic design method (Andersson and Eriksson,
2004b). Outputs of the observer are the system states
at timet and these are used as initial conditions to a
predictor. In Figure 4 a schematic of the implemented
state observer is shown.

Predictor Design As prediction is necessary, the first
challenge is to select the prediction horizon. It is deter-
mined by the sum of the computation time, injection
time, and the time of the intake stroke. As the predic-
tion is performed on a different computer there is a
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Fig. 4. A Simulink schematic of the implemented state
observer.

transmission delay on the CAN-bus which has to be
added. In the tests performed here the injection time is
shorter than half a revolution, the intake stroke is half a
revolution, and the computation time together with the
delay on the CAN-bus are negligible. Thus the system
state has to be predicted at timet1 = t0 + 60

N , which is
one revolution ahead. The state att1 is determined by
simulating ˙̂x = f(x̂, u) with the assumption that the
input u is constant betweent0 and t1. The predictor
uses the Runge-Kutta 4 method with a step size of1

400 .

3.2 λ-Feedback Control

The purpose of the feedback controller is to compen-
sate for stationary errors and it is implemented as a
PI-style controller:

e = (λ − λref) y = K

(
e +

∫
1
TI

e dt

)

In this case the outputy is limited and also the integra-
tor is limited in order to avoid wind-up. The selection
of K and 1

TI
are not crucial and the following values

were chosen:K = 0.25 and 1
TI

= 6.



3.3 Total Controller

The combined controller, withλref = 1, has the
following appearance.

mf =
ĈAC(
A
F

)
s︸ ︷︷ ︸

Feedforward

×K

(
(λ − 1) +

∫
1

TI
(λ − 1)dt

)
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Feedback

(3)

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The suggested controller has been tested in the re-
search laboratory of Vehicular Systems on a 2 liter
SAAB turbocharged SI-engine and the experimental
setup is shown in Figure 5. The engine is controlled
by an engine control unit (ECU) that communicates
with a personal computer (PC) over a CAN-bus.

The observer and predictor is run in the PC and
Equation (3) is implemented in MathWorks RealTime
Workshop using Linux and RTAI 3.1 (Quaranta and
Mantegazza, 2001; Rosenquist, 2003). In the PC it
is also possible to measure analog signals. The PC
estimates CAC, predicts it one revolution ahead, and
then sends it to the ECU over the CAN-bus. Further
it is possible to enable and disable prediction and
feedback in the PC.
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Fig. 5. The PC is running a realtime operating system
(Linux with the RTAI patch) and communicates
with the ECU over a CAN-bus. The ECU is
responsible for sending sensor readings to the PC
and also to inject the determined amount of fuel.

4.1 Engine Experiments

The performed experiment is a typical step in engine
load at a constant speed of 2000 RPM. The same step
has been repeated for the following four test cases:

(1) Purpose: Show the necessity of observer and
predictor. Method: Use a conventional speed-
density feedforward controller withλ-feedback.

(2) Purpose:Show the necessity of the predicting
feedforward step.Method:The controller is run
with the predictor disabled.

(3) Purpose:Verify that prediction improves air-fuel
ratio.Method:Run the controller with prediction
and feedback enabled.

(4) Purpose:Estimate model errors.Method: Dis-
able feedback but enable prediction.

In all experiments the engine has first been warmed up
to operating temperature.

Conventional Speed-densityHere the CAC is esti-
mated as

CAC = (a0pim + a1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ηvolpim

Vd

RimTim

which is suggested in Hendrickset al. (1996). To
reduce noise in the measured intake manifold pressure
signal, it is low-pass filtered using a fourth order
butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of25 Hz.
The λ-feedback controller from Section 3.2 is used
to maintainλ = 1 for stationary conditions. This
controller structure results in largeλ-excursions of
more than 30%, which can be seen as a dashed line
in Figure 6.

Observer Without Prediction The load step without
prediction is shown as a dash-dotted line in Figure 6
and it is clear that there is a10% error during the tran-
sient. The error is a result of that the fuel is injected
based on a CAC estimate at t=IVO minus the injec-
tion time. During transients the CAC changes substan-
tially between this time and intake valve closing which
causeλ-excursions, see for example Figure 1.

Observer With Prediction When the prediction step
is enabled the transient error inλ almost disappears
as the solid line in Figure 6 is close toλ = 1.
This is a remarkable improvement especially as no
fuel dynamics is included. However there are small
errors left and possible sources are investigated in
Section 4.3.

4.2 Validation

To validate the controller for a larger operating region,
it was run at two different engine speeds. First it was
run at 1500 RPM and then at 3000 RPM. In both
cases the prediction time was one revolution. The
results are shown in Figure 7. As the maximum error
is still limited to 5% the power of the observer based
feedforward controller is shown.
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4.3 Sources of the Remaining Errors

There are primarily three sources to the air-fuel ratio
error:

• Prediction is made with the assumption of con-
stant inputs which they are not.

• Model errors.
• No fuel dynamics included. However this effect

is mostly pronounced at cold engine operation
which is not considered here (Fozo and Aquino,
1988).

The two first items are discussed next.

Unknown Inputs There are two inputs that change
during transients: Engine speed and throttle position.
Normally the engine speed changes slowly which
makes the assumption of constant speed during the
prediction time valid. In this experiment the engine
speed changes less than 3%. The throttle on the other
hand moves rapidly, which can be seen in Figure 8,
and this contributes to a portion of the measured error
in air-fuel ratio.
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prediction time. During the transient the throttle
movement can more than double the area!

Model Errors As CAC is only measurable for sta-
tionary conditions a test of the feedforward compo-
nent, observer with prediction, was made by disabling
theλ-feedback controller. The result is shown in Fig-
ure 9. The stationary error differs before and after the
step, both are less than 3%. During the transient the
measured error in air-fuel ratio is less than 5% (worst
case), which explains the accuracy of the model when
used as a predictor. The errors are caused by model
and parameter uncertainties.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

TC SI engines have a complex air-system which
makes air-fuel ratio control a difficult task. An ob-
server based control structure is proposed to reduce
the deviations fromλ = 1 during transients. Two con-
trollers are used, one feedforward and one feedback.
The feedback controller cancels stationary errors us-
ing feedback from measuredλ. The feedforward con-
troller consists of an observer and a predictor which
are based on a mean value engine model. The observer
estimates an initial condition to the predictor which
gives the system state one revolution ahead. The ob-
server uses feedback from measured intake manifold
pressure and measured pressure before the throttle. A
systematic method is used to determine the observer
feedback gains offline. In engine experiments the de-
viation from stoichiometric is reduced from more than
30% down to less than 5% over a wide range of engine
speeds. Most of the improvement originates from the
introduction of a model based observer.
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Appendix A. NOMENCTLATURE

γe Ratio of specific heats on the exhaust
side

Cηvol Parameter describing the pumping ca-
pabilities of the engine(

A
F

)
s

Stoichiometric ratio of air and fuel
Vd Displacement volume of the engine
rc Compression ratio
C1 Parameter describing additional

charge cooling for non-stoichiometric
conditions


